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FREE Bit Crusher Plugins For Your Mixing Arsenal!



Hello and welcome to the 10th issue of the Plugin Deals
Magazine! 

We cannot believe our magazine is already celebrating
the 10th issue! 

This is a big achievement for us and we would like to
thank you all for your support. We couldn't exist without
you, our loyal readers.

As usual you can find the latest plugin deals and releases
so you can make great tunes.

Have a creative September, dear friends!
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Free Music Box Suite 
by Frozen Plain

Create realistic music box melodies and explore organic
sound design with this free VST/AU. It consists of a multi-

sampled victorian music box housed in Frozen Plain's
sample-based synthesiser, Mirage. This music box has a

charming, mysterious sound to it – ideal for both
cinematic music and adding an organic character to

electronic music. Mirage offers a powerful yet easy-to-
use set of features for manipulating the sound. Music

Box Suite Free comes with 12 presets ranging from
realistic music box sounds to keys and pads.

Download

 > Free

https://frozenplain.com/product/music-box-suite-free/


TimeShaper 2 lets you freely manipulate the flow of
time, slowing down or accelerating your music. Save

65% off and buy now for only £11 / $15, exclusively at
Plugin Boutique. Ends October 1, 2020.

Simply draw the exact LFO shapes you need – our
unique curve-editing tools make it fast and easy. Warp

pitch and time to create everything from essential
everyday FX to extreme multiband

transformations.Running inside Cableguys' ShaperBox 2
effects plugin, use TimeShaper 2 on its own or with

other Shapers — they all work in exactly the same way,
stacking up to create elaborate, multilayered effects

that'll make your productions stand out.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/53-Multi-Effect-/5698-TimeShaper-2?a_aid=584befef89914


Free Studio Sampled Sounds
Drum Library by Reverb

Reverb has released its debut sample pack in the Reverb
Studio Sampled Sounds - Drum Series.

Vol. 1 | Hitsville, USA - Detroit, MI is an eclectic collection
of drum hits, loops, grooves, in mono and stereo
formats, produced by Ian Ballard at Ohm Studios.

Download

 > Free

https://reverb.com/software/samples-and-loops/reverb/3214-studio-sampled-sounds-hitsville-usa-in-detroit-mi-by-ian-ballard


BreakTweaker is not just a drum machine, it's a drum
sculpting and beat sequencing environment that blurs
the line between rhythm and melody. Buy now for only

£8.95 / $9.99, exclusively at Plugin Boutique. Ends
October 1, 2020.

Give your beats an ever-evolving depth that gets better
the longer they play. Use rhythmic slicing to drive

everything from pitched melodic lines to sweeping
rhythmic overtures. Top it all off with the best drum

sample library in existence, curated by BT, iZotope, and
top producers today. Explore a new era of rhythmic
possibilities with this forward-thinking and forward-

sounding instrument.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/1-Instruments/7-Drum-Machine/834-BreakTweaker-Expanded?a_aid=584befef89914


https://www.pluginboutique.com/manufacturers/148-Producertech?a_aid=584befef89914


Free EasyGater Trance Gate
VST/AU Plugin by SaschArt

easyGater it's sequenced gater plugin which modulates
the volume of an audio input signal. 

Very low resources taken! You can now easily increase
the dynamics and synchronization of your songs.

EasyGater is available for free download from SaschArt
website, link below.

Download

 > Free

https://vst.saschart.com/easygater_vst_chop_trance_house_dynamics_synchronization


Developed by Newfangled Audio, Generate is a
marquee polysynth combining five revolutionary chaotic

oscillators with all the features you’d expect in a first-
class synthesizer. Save 33% off and buy now for only €99

/ $99. Ends October 20, 2020.

Generate is based on a set of chaotic generators. What
initially looks like randomness contains underlying

patterns, interconnectedness, constant feedback loops,
repetition, self-similarity, fractals, and self-organization.
Each of Generate’s 5 chaotic generators brings out these

underlying patterns and create an oscillator that can
smoothly fade from a sine wave to total chaos, with an

expanse of territory to explore in between. 
 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/1-Instruments/4-Synth/6792-Generate?a_aid=584befef89914


RX has long been the go-to audio repair and polishing
suite for film, television, music, podcasts, video games,

sample libraries, and more. With RX 8, iZotope have
created new tools and improved beloved modules to
help you accomplish more in less time than ever. We
celebrate the release of RX 8 with up to 50% off, with

prices starting from £85 / $99. Ends October 15, 2020.
Used on countless albums, movies, and TV shows to

restore damaged, noisy audio to pristine condition, RX is
a post-production powerhouse. With version 8, RX

brings more power and intelligent processors for music
and post than ever before. Visually identify and repair

problems with the standalone RX Audio Editor
application, or use the real-time plug-ins in your favorite

DAW or NLE.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/deals/show?sale_id=6982?a_aid=584befef89914


Add unparalleled width to your tracks with Spread. Save
over 60% off and buy now for only £13.95 / $15. Ends

October 1, 2020.

Unparalleled width, easy to use, SPREAD is the most
powerful and usable stereo imaging plugin on the

market. Make mono tracks stereo. 

Spread was designed for ease of use. With all features
centered around a simple one knob design, Spread
quickly gets you to the sound you want without any

unnecessary complexity. Spread enables you to change
the stereo image of 3 independent user-definable

frequency bands.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/27-Stereo-Width/6761-Spread?a_aid=584befef89914


https://sounds.loopcloud.com/?a_aid=584befef89914


 
OptoRED is a transparent Optical Attenuator

(compressor) based on the classic American unit used
on countless hit records. Save 50% off and buy now for

only £29.95 / $39. Ends October 1, 2020.

Tone Empire are inspired by these classic devices yet
yearn to bring extended functionality to today’s modern
musicians, engineers & Producers working on advanced
systems with a need for more flexibility and extended
tones. Hence they have now started a new series of
processors called Enhanced Classics.The First of this

series is the OptoRED compressor. As the name
suggests, this is an optical compressor based on the
famous American Classic Tube Optical Compressor,

found on literally every hit record ever made.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/8-Compressor/6810-OptoRED?a_aid=584befef89914


FabFilter Pro-Q3

Get the industry standard EQ 
for only $179!

https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59
https://pluginfox.co/collections/featured/products/fabfilter-pro-q3?aff=59


BUTE Limiter 2 delivers high fidelity, ultra-transparent
true peak brickwall limiting with a streamlined and sleek

user interface. Save up to 50% off the Stereo and
Surround versions with prices from £29.95 / $35,

exclusively at Plugin Boutique. Ends October 5, 2020.

Whether you’re looking for an in-depth analysis of your
master or a compact readout - BUTE Limiter 2 can do it

all. BUTE Limiter 2 Features a resizable  history view 
which lets you interactively examine true peak, gain
reduction, threshold and output readings - you can
choose to see an overview of your whole master or

zoom in to a particular part. If any true peak overshoots
are introduced via the post gain functionality, BUTE

Limiter 2 will flag them prominently in the history with
warnings. 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/deals/show?sale_id=7020?a_aid=584befef89914


https://audioplugin.deals/deal-2/ref/61/


With its bit crushing and downsampling algorithms,
Krush combines the crispy taste of the digital realm with
the warmth of its drive stage and analog modeled
resonant filters. A modulation section allows you to
quickly add extra life to the sound by modulating any
parameter.

The sound palette produced by Krush ranges from the
dirtiest digital effects to crunchy modulated colours,
with all the classic and weirdest bit-crushing effects in
between.

Krush is available as VST, AudioUnit, and AAX for Mac
and Windows

 > Free Bit Crusher Plugins

https://www.tritik.com/products/krush/

https://www.tritik.com/products/krush/
https://www.tritik.com/products/krush/


TAL-Bitcrusher is a common bitcrusher with some
useful additions. There is a low- and highshelf EQ and a
noise cross modulator included. Its maybe useful on
drums, especially hats and for distorted leads.

MBitFun is a serious tool for extreme distortion lovers.
It converts the audio into limited fixed-point precision
form, from a 1 single bit up to 16 bits per sample, and
lets you access each bit, applying several operations.

https://www.meldaproduction.com/MBitFun

https://tal-software.com/products/tal-effects

https://tal-software.com/products/tal-effects
https://www.meldaproduction.com/MBitFun
https://www.meldaproduction.com/MBitFun
https://tal-software.com/products/tal-effects


IK Multimedia releases MixBox
- Virtual Channel Strip Plug-in

With 70 Effects
IK Multimedia has announced the release of  MixBox, a
"500 series"-style virtual rack plug-in for Mac and PC.

MixBox packs 70 award-winning mixing processors and
creative effects derived from T-RackS, AmpliTube and
SampleTank into a convenient 500-series style plug-in.
Create, compare and save your own custom channel
strips or multiFX chains, or choose from over 600
presets to give your creativity a kickstart. 

MixBox is now available for an introductory price of $/
€199.99 or a crossgrade price of $/€149.99.

 > News

https://www.ikmultimedia.com/products/mixbox/


HoRNet releases DoIn - a utility
to download install and
manage HoRNet plugins

HoRNet Plugins has released HoRNet DoIn, a utility
designed to help you download, install and manage your
HoRNet plugins. HoRNet DoIn is available for Windows
and macOS (64-bit only) and can be downloaded for free
from the user area on www.hornetplugins.com

 > News

https://www.hornetplugins.com/
https://www.hornetplugins.com/


Parameter exposure (AU/iOS AUv3/VST/VST3) for
host automation.

iOS Universal build with iPhone support.
Enhanced AUv3 GUI window display fit.

AUv3 GUI scrolling using left and right border sides.

discoDSP updates OPL FM
synth to v1.8

discoDSP has updated OPL to version 1.8 for iPadOS,
iOS, macOS, Windows and Linux as AudioUnits, VST,

VST3 and Standalone. The new features include:

Previous OPL customers can download the update at
discoDSP Members Area.

 > News

https://www.discodsp.com/news/


Kirnu Cream is a very powerful MIDI performer. It’s very
easy to create catching lead parts, bouncing bass lines

and swinging drums. Save 25% off for a limited time
only. Ends October 1, 2020.

Cream is intended to be used in both live and offline
DAW usage.With Cream it’s very easy to create catching
lead parts, bouncing bass lines, swinging drums and lots
of other cool stuff. The only obstacle is your imagination

:) Cream isn't like any traditional MIDI arpeggiator or
sequencer. It's a lot more. With simple and clever design

it has been made easy to learn and operate. You can
easily create cool performances by tweaking only couple

of controls. If this is not enough for you there are so
many ways you can control Cream that you never feel

bored with it.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/14-MIDI-Arp/1385-Cream?a_aid=584befef89914


https://vstbuzz.com/deals/61-off-cinematic-vocal-bundle-by-eastwest-quantum-leap/?ref=73


Enso is an architecturally unique and sonically
characterful looping toolkit for producers and live
performers. Buy now for only £39.95 / $49. Ends

October 1, 2020.

With decoupled recording and playback, multiple
overdub styles and modes, four discrete loop Sectors

and much more, it's the last word in creative
looping.Enso has an architecturally unique and sonically

characterful looping toolkit for producers and live
performers, inspired by both modern looper pedals and
vintage tape-based setups, Enso combines elegant and

intuitive UI design with a deep but accessible feature set
and stellar sound quality.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/53-Multi-Effect-/5132-Enso?a_aid=584befef89914


The Really Useful Chord
Progression Poster

https://www.thereallyusefulpostercompany.com/products/the-really-useful-chord-progression-poster?rfsn=1741361.e279f


 > Mixing tips



https://sonaar.io/wordpress-themes/?ref=54


Reels is a unique and true tape emulation plugin with
built-in echo section and tape-stop effect. Save 33% off

for a limited time only. Ends October 1, 2020.

Reels is a tape emulation plugin with built-in echo
section and tape-stop effect.Based on an old Japanese
portable tape recorder with a very distinct Lo-Fi analog

sound, Reels emulates all the imperfections of consumer
reel-to-reel recorders. AudioThing has modeled three

different 1/4” tape frequency responses and saturations,
along with all the analog imperfections of tape

recording/playback. Reels will add a very rough retro
analog sound to your mixes. If you are looking for a Hi-Fi
mastering tape emulation, this is not the plugin for you!

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/44-Saturation/4778-Reels?a_aid=584befef89914


Use coupon 5DOLLARS 
and get $5 OFF!

It's time for a cool T-Shirt

https://teespring.com/adsr-8761?tsmac=store&tsmic=plugindeals&pid=389&cid=100029
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